
Hypothesis Testing for p

t .  Binomial condit ions have to be valid.
2 .  n p  2 5 a n d
3. n(1-P) > 5
4. Then the CLT says that the sampling distr ibution for p wil l  be bell shaped with

tt(P) = P and o(F) =

Ho - NUII Hypothesis
HA - Alternati.ve Hypothesis 16) =?

In hypothesis testing: Your claim (what you are trying to prove) must be
worded in Ha, Because you control the level of confidence of the test.

Procedure:
L. Make a sketch.
2. Find Zc = z crit ical from the given revel of confidence.
3. Use the CLT to Comp ute z, P-P
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4. State your conclusion
5. Compute the P-value.

One Tailed Test: Left Tail One Tailed test:
Right Tai l

Two Tailed Test.
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Your conclusion has to be one of two:
Either:

L. There is sufficient evidence to Reject I/o which means support Ha
Or

2. There is Insufficient evidence to Reject Ho. This means fail to reject Ho, which
means fail to support Ha.

The P-value = The probability of getting a sample as extreme as the one you have in the
given problem.

a = Level of Significance, L - a = level of Confidence

Tl 84: Stat----- Tests ----- l-proportion Z Test.
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Hypothesis Testing for p

o is known

L. n > 30 or the populat ion distr ibut ion is bel l  shaped to start  with.
2. Then the cLT says that the sampling for x wi l l  be bel l  shaped with

p(r) =p and o(r)
n(x) = (r

T6--
- Null Hypothesis
= Alternati.v e H yp othesis

,/(*)=r*

In hypothesis testing: Your claim (what you are trying to prove) must be
worded in Ha, Because you control the level of confidence of the test.

Procedure:
1. Make a sketch.
2. Find zc = z crit ical from the given level of confidence.

3. Use the CLT to Comp ute Zsrrt=#
G

4. State your conclusion
5. Compute the P-value.

6
= -^n

Ho

HA

One Tailed Test: Left Tail One Tailed test:
Right Tail

Two Tailed Test.
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Your conclusion has to be one of two:
Either:

L. There is sufficient evidence to Reject Ho which means support Ha
Or

2. There is Insufficient evidence to Reject I/o. This means fail to reject Ho, which
means fail to support H3.

The P-value = The probability of getting a sample as extreme as the one you have in the
given problem.

a = Level of Significance, L - a = level of Confidence

lf the P*value ( a : Reject which means support Hra

f f the P-Value ) q, : Fail to Reject which means Fail to support Ha

Tl 84: Stat----- Tests ----- Z- Test.

We decide to reiect
the null hypotnesis
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Hypothesis Testing for p

o is not known

1. n > 30 or the populat ion distr ibut ion is bel l  shaped to start  with.
2. Then the cLT says that the sampling for x wi l l  be bel l  shaped with

p(I) =tt

Ho - Null Hypothesis
Ht : Alternative Hypothesis

Snc. F i^ -"t Rn*^,
r,"Apx fl tfrJ*

In hypothesis testing: Your claim (what you are trying to prove) must be
worded in Ha, Because you control the level of confidence of the test.

Procedure:
1. Make a sketch.
2. Degrees of Freedom = d.f. = n-L
3. Find .tc 

= t crit ical from the given level of confidence.

4. Use the CLT to Comp ute tssrs=';l'-rn

5. State your conclusion
6. Compute the P-value.

One Tailed Test: Left Tail One Tai led test:
Right Tai l

Two Tailed Test.

Hoi tt =
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Your conclusion has to be one of two:
Either:

1. There is sufficient evidence to Reject Ho which means support Ha
Or

2' There is Insufficient evidence to Reject I/o. This means fail to reject I/o, which
means fai l to support Ha.

The P-value = The probability of getting a sample as extreme as the one you have in the
given pnoblem.

a = Level of Significance, L - a = level of Confidence

lf the P-value ( a : Reject I/o which means support H/

lf the P-Value > : Fail to Reject I/o which means Fail to support Ha

Tl 84: $tat----- Tests ----- T- st.
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